VIDEO PROJECT SCRIPT EXAMPLE #1
The following is a former project from a previous semester that has been
edited to give you an example of what I am looking for.

Part #1:

The great depression began with the stock market crash of 1929 and was
the mad even worse with the dust bowl of 1930. The dust bowl swept through
the regions ranging from Texas to Nebraska, and then the stock market crash
of 1929 primarily happened on wall street with stock marketers selling their
stocks and or no longer investing in stocks due to the overabundance of stock
markets failing.

Part #2:

The people during the GD had little and lost a lot. Many people lost
their homes, unemployment rose to a crazy 25%, international trade collapsed
to 65%, and it took the stock markets almost 25years to get back to normal
fully. With all of this happening at once it made it very hard for people in
this period to live a successful life and to be able to provide for their
self and their family.

Part #3:

The GD began in the rural south when the south had its agricultural
crisis, resulting in the income for farmers to decrease a lot. Most AA in
this period were farmers and owned cotton fields to provide for their
families; when the agricultural crisis hit, the cotton prices went from 18
cents a pound to 6 cents. With the cost of cotton decreasing, this made many
AA nervous, and a lot of them (some 150,000) left working as farmers to try
and find better work.

Part #4:

President at the time, Franklin D. Roosevelt, created what was called
the "New Deal." This deal was supposed to bring relief to families and
workers during these challenging times. This new deal was mainly supposed to
help AA and stated that they would continue to get equal treatment when
finding jobs and getting government funding. Sadly, this didn't last long,
and segregation was in abundance.

Part #5:

The "New Deal" did help AA get housing, but when that happened, it
would later be implemented along the lines of the Jim Crow segregation line.
Many white farmers would go and burn down the AA fields, destroy crops, and
even kill their livestock to help benefit their market. There was also
supposed to be some federal funding going to AA sharecroppers and tenant
farmers, but that money went to the hands of the white landlords. The
landlords would keep this money for themselves, and when it was time for the
AA farmers to pay rent, they didn't have the money to do so, resulting in
many of the AA farmers being evicted from the land leaving much AA out of
work.

Part #6:

The cities were no better for AA; unemployment was double or even
tripled than that of white workers. Most entry-level jobs that were primarily
AA jobs were no longer available to do for work, or if there still were jobs,
their employer would hire a white worker over an AA. The slight chance that
AA did find a job would get very little pay compared to the white workers
doing the same position.

Part #7:

In April of 1939, there was finally some light at the end of the GD.
But with this, there were still only 1 in 5 Americans finding jobs, and the
whites were still being employed before the AA. There was finally an
abundance of employment when the start of WW2 began. With the military
needing assistance, some 12 million people were finally able to get a job
helping the military in the cause of the war.
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